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Consultative Workshop on the Climate Change Just Transition 

Framework 

With the Presidential Climate Commission and  

National Science and Technology Forum (NSTF) 

8 April 2022, 09H00 – 12h00 

 
Comments in the Chat of the Zoom meeting: 
 
09:02:13 From  Wilna Eksteen  to  Everyone: 

 Good morning and welcome to the NSTF’s session with the Presidential Climate Commission 

on the Climate Change Just Transition Framework. 

09:04:26 From  Wilna Eksteen  to  Everyone: 

 You can access information about the session here:http://www.nstf.org.za/discussion-

forum/climate-change-just-transition-framework-comments-and-consultation-session-with-

the-presidential-climate-commission/  

09:07:18 From  Wilna Eksteen  to  Everyone: 

 Ms Jansie Niehaus is the Executive Director of the National Science and Technology Forum 

(NSTF). 

09:10:01 From  Wilna Eksteen  to  Everyone: 

 Welcome remarks by Dr Mpho Lekgoathi, Vice-Chair of the NSTF. He is Senior Scientist at the 

South African Nuclear Energy Corporation (NECSA). 

09:11:56 From  Wilna Eksteen  to  Everyone: 

 The National Science and Technology Forum (NSTF) is a broadly representative stakeholder 

body for organisations with an interest in science, engineering, technology (SET) and innovation. The 

NSTF is the largest and most representative stakeholder body of its kind. It represents more than 

120 organisations, councils and institutions. It spans both the private and public sectors. As such, the 

NSTF consists of a formidable gathering of expertise and experience. 

09:15:30 From  Wilna Eksteen  to  Everyone: 
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 One of the key strategic objectives of the NSTF is to influence and catalyse quality delivery of 

science, engineering, technology (SET) and innovation policies. The NSTF Discussion Forums are just 

one type of high-level platform that provides constructive interaction and discussion with 

government and stakeholders on key priority areas of concern to the SET community. 

09:25:56 From  Wilna Eksteen  to  Everyone: 

 Interesting read: The late Prof Robert Scholes (Wits University) explained how the current 

evidence is positioned in his presentation on ‘Show me the evidence for climate change - 

Communicating science in a post-truth world’ at the NSTF Discussion Forum on 17 November 2017 

in Gauteng. Read the media release from this event at http://www.nstf.org.za/wp-

content/uploads/2017/08/17ClimateChangeMedia_Release_Evidence_for_climate_change_

Evidence4ClimateChange_4453d512a2f1a87a377b4ed16cac3b84.pdf  

09:28:54 From  Wilna Eksteen  to  Everyone: 

 PCC Commissioner Dr Brian Mantlana presenting on the Just Transition Framework 

09:31:45 From  Wilna Eksteen  to  Everyone: 

 You can watch Part 1-4 of the video of Prof Scholes’ presentations on the NSTF YouTube 

channel at  

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL4z1BKAYN2zzacodOImSjHFWCJ8JrF_LP  

09:34:55 From  Wilna Eksteen  to  Everyone: 

 Find the rest of the info about the event ‘Evidence for Climate Change’ on the NSTF website 

at :https://www.nstf.org.za/discussion-forum/climate-change-and-evidence-2/ 

09:42:49 From  John April  to  Everyone: 

 Agreed Dr Mantlana - not just about JUST Energy Transition 

09:53:38 From  Mpho Lekgoathi  to  Everyone: 

 To Brian Mantlana: Risks inherent in Mpumalanga and Limpopo on energy transition are 

based on shift from coal to a new source. You have to replace same source with a like source, e.g. 

Coal is a baseload power source. Relevant Options are Hydro and Nuclear Small Modular Reactor 

Technologies. Hydro not much so because of dry nature of those environments.  

 Opportunities will be on upskilling of the work force, bringing education sector on board. 

 We also need to encourage efficiency in usage of energy, for example; roads construction, 

buildings, efficient appliance manufacturing. Again, education become a key player. 

10:00:04 From  Wilna Eksteen  to  Everyone: 

 Lead responses from the NSTF constituencies. First up is Prof. Norman Maiwashe, General 

Manager, Agricultural Research Council (ARC). Prof Maiwashe represents the NSTF Science Councils 

and Statutory Bodies Sector. See the list of some of the NSTF member organisations under this 

sector :http://www.nstf.org.za/memberships/current-members/#1443524819820-4bcae9f7-

dc70  
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10:17:18 From  Mpho Lekgoathi  to  Everyone: 

Azwihangwisi Maiwahe: Yes, Agriculture play a key role and is broad as you mentioned. Its 

transformation would be vast and improve the food security, fresh water availability trough cost 

driving mechanisms that would make it modern and efficient. In hindsight we could reduce water 

imports from our neighboring states by using for example, desalination technologies that are 

cleaner, but strong enough to support broader agricultural economic capacity. 

10:18:45 From  Wilna Eksteen  to  Everyone: 

 Next up is Mr Sibongiseni Ndimande, Department of Agriculture, Land Reform and Rural 

Development 

10:37:11 From  Wilna Eksteen  to  Everyone: 

Interesting read about agriculture: "Soil is the foundation of nutrition,” says Mr Ramakgwale 

Mampholo, then Deputy Director: Land Use and Soil Management, then Department of Agriculture, 

Forestry and Fisheries (DAFF). Mr Mampholo spoke at the National Science and Technology Forum 

(NSTF) Discussion Forum with the theme ‘Chemical elements for South Africa’s future’. See the web 

page for the  http://www.nstf.org.za/discussion-forum/chemical-elements/  

10:41:31 From  Wilna Eksteen  to  Everyone: 

 Mr Johan Maartens, Society for Automation, Instrumentation, Mechatronics and Control 

(SAIMC), represents the NSTF Professional Bodies and Learned Societies Sector under proSET 

(Professionals in Science, Engineering and Technology). See  

http://www.nstf.org.za/memberships/current-members/#1443524787867-a359339f-4cef for a 

list of over 40 organisations that are members of the NSTF proSET Sector. 

10:59:13 From  Linda Godfrey  to  Everyone: 

 The fact that the various futures are controversial is what is going to stop us from achieving 

impact. We need a bold vision, supported by strong evidence and move fast on achieving it 

11:00:13 From  Ernst Conradie  to  Everyone: 

 A vision needs to be picturesque so that people can imagine that and be inspired by it. 

Consider ML King's "I have a dream" - where the children of slaves and the children of slave owners 

will sit around the same table. The technical policy documents need to be supplemented by 

compelling metaphors. 

11:02:46 From  Wilna Eksteen  to  Everyone: 

 Extension granted to submit comments by 30 April 2022. Click here to submit your 

comments via the NSTF:  

https://comms.everlytic.net/public/forms/h/LG3qTn6hm8Sn5LGd/Y2EzNzA5NzIyZmQ4OGJ

mZDhlZTk2ODZlZGVjYjQwNmI3NDExZGJmYQ==  

11:06:06 From  Linda Godfrey  to  Everyone: 

 Thanks Brian, yes uncertain or controversial 'futures' comes from vested interests in the 

status quo, not from scientific uncertainty. I think by now we know exactly what needs to be done to 

mitigate our climate impacts as a country. Doing the status quo more sustainably is not going solve 

the problem. I come back to the fact that we need disruption (but disruption is scary) 
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11:06:13 From  Gordon Branston  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you for an enlightening and informative summary review of the challenges ahead.  It 

is very evident that the reimagining process is critical to the planning and implementation for the 

future.  I can share a strategic development approach which is nested within the framework for 

strategic sustainable development (FSSD). This is in response to the question on envisioning a just 

transition - for proposed consultation using a robust and exceptionally well research framework, 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/284104758_A_Framework_for_Strategic_Sustainable 

Development and importantly also includes social sustainability     

http://fssdsocialsustainability.weebly.com/   Thank you! 

11:10:01 From  Elvis Fosso Kankeu  to  Everyone: 

 Although it is relevant to improve the management of existing water sources to address 

water security, it is also important to bear in mind that one of the major problems of the country is 

physical water scarcity; it will be therefore important for the report to address prospects considering 

alternative water sources. 

11:17:21 From  Linda Godfrey  to  Everyone: 

 Please excuse me, I unfortunately need to leave, but its been an enjoyable discussion. I will 

submit written comments on the Draft Framework to the PCC before the 29 April. Great to have this 

work being done by the PCC 

11:51:40 From  Elvis Fosso Kankeu  to  Everyone: 

 Happy to hear that Sibongiseni 

11:59:56 From  Tumi Kgomo  to  Everyone: 

 How do you have a Technology Review when SA has no skills for such an action. And the key 

question how do you hope to have an aerial view of tech. Just a thought 

12:04:16 From  Wilna Eksteen  to  Everyone: 

 Consider the NSTF Discussion Forum: Manufacturing and minerals processing – 4IR 

technologies SA needs to acquire of December 2019. See the event page here:  

http://www.nstf.org.za/discussion-forum/ibsfsa-session/  

12:05:45 From  Wilna Eksteen  to  Everyone: 

 Read the NSTF media release: Mining the Fourth Industrial Revolution - Chemical elements 

for South Africa’s future – Rare elements for new technologies http://www.nstf.org.za/wp-

content/uploads/2019/03/Media-Release-Mining-the-fourth-industrial-revolution.pdf  

12:09:46 From  Gordon Branston  to  Everyone: 

 A strategic synopsis was an excellent focus on the past, current and future challenges  - a 

product of all our collective efforts as a young and inspired Nation - Thank you! 

12:11:29 From  Wilna Eksteen  to  Everyone: 

 Also Systems thinking, sustainable development and chemical elements 
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 Sustainable development and the chemical elements: Chemical elements from the 

perspective of the United Nations' Sustainable Development Goals http://www.nstf.org.za/wp-

content/uploads/2019/05/Media_Release_Systems_thinking_sustainable_development_and

_chemical_elements_IYPT2019_science4SDs.pdf  

12:11:31 From  Crispian Olver  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you to everyone for your thoughtful contributions, we look forward to further 

engagements. 

12:12:32 From  Duncan Hay  to  Everyone: 

 Many thanks 

12:12:32 From  Wilna Eksteen  to  Everyone: 

 http://www.nstf.org.za/discussion-forum/climate-change-just-transition-framework-

comments-and-consultation-session-with-the-presidential-climate-commission/  for the 

documents 

12:14:33 From  Elvis Fosso Kankeu  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you 
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